Position Title: Assist PCA spray manager and irrigation/nutrient specialist (full-time summer)

Location: Soledad, CA

Huntington Farms is looking for a motivated agriculture student to help assist the pest control, water and nutrient department.

Responsibilities:

- Weekly projects and assignments based on Huntington Farms needs which include:
  - Shadowing PCAs/Water and Nutrient Specialist
  - Crop scouting
  - Soil, water and tissue sampling
  - Irrigation systems distribution/efficiency tests
  - New Ag Mechanization (Auto-thinner, Single use tape, Wild eye and Ag leader)
  - Inventory control (seed, chemical and fertilizer)

Requirements:

- Working towards a BS in Crop Science or related agricultural field.
- Dependability/reliability
- Good interpersonal skills
- Strong verbal and analytical skills with the ability to interact effectively with all levels of team members and management
- Bi-lingual (English/Spanish) preferred but not mandatory
- Possess a valid driver’s license

Please send resume to malfaro@naturesreward.net. Deadline for resumes is Friday, April 12th. Further questions please contact me at (831)212-7343